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Abstract - Nowadays Shopping carts became an important a
neighborhood of shopping. the purchasers need to pull Cart
form rack to rack to gather the things and at identical time
they need to calculate the cumulative price and compare it
with their budget. After this procedure, they need to attend in
line for billing. So, to avoid the above-mentioned
inconveniences, we present a replacement concept, the
INTELLIGENT handcart. during this modern-day and age,
we introduce a totally automated shopping system which
works toward the automation of malls. The cart follows the
customer while he/she is purchasing items, all the while
maintaining safe distance from the customer. The RFID
reader embedded within the cart scans the unique tag of every
set of things and corresponding data regarding the
merchandise and therefore the total amount payable are
displayed. Automated billing system provides the entire bill
amount. Thus, the push at the billing section is significantly
reduced. during this project, we use infrared transmitter and
receivers to follow the customer. The Intelligent handcart is
reliable, effective, inexpensive and particularly, user friendly.

In this proposed shopping system, each cart is provided
with an RFID reader, a microcontroller and an LCD screen.
The smart cart can automatically back all the merchandise
put in to the cart using the RFID reader. A microcontroller
is used on the shopping cart for the processing of products
data. An LCD touch screen is employed because the
interface. When a customer finishes the acquisition, they
will pay at the checkout point using the billing information
generated on the smart cart. An RFID reader is attached
before the entrance to verify that each one the things within
the cart are purchased or not
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I. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IOT) may be a network of home
appliances, mechanical and digital machines, sensors,
objects, sort of researches of IOT on different applications
like smart homes, wearable devices, healthcare systems etc.
during this paper, we propose a sensible shopping system
supported the frequency Identification Technology (RFID).
during this system cell products of the shop are attached
with an RFID tag and thus the handcart is given an RFID
reader. in order that any product that's kept into the cart are
tracked by the RFID reader. Billing information also can be
generated on the smart cart. As a result, customers don’t
get to wait in long queues at the terminal.
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II. LITERATURE SURVEY
A. Mall Shopping System Using NFC.
[2]
the rapid development of mobile communications
systems today, along with the changing times and
technology, both in terms of hardware, operating system
used and the use of Internet bandwidth, making some
mobile applications also contribute to take advantage of
these developments. Mobile Commerce Applications for
an example became the foremost
popular applications for mobile users who don't want to
bother yourself with having to hold cash everywhere. An
important technology behind mobile payments is named
Near Field Communication (NFC).
B. Cyber Shopping
[3]
The Cyber Shopping application is an Online
Website for an Organization. It is a virtual showcase for
different products like Electronic, Automobile, Jewelers,
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Fashion, and Film etc. The main objective of this project is
to make Online shopping very easily. The Special thing
about this project is it provides differing types of products
to get.

III. METHODOLOGY

C.
Automation of shopping malls using Intelligent
Shopping Cart system
Nowadays, shopping carts became an important a part of
shopping. The customers need to pull cart from rack to rack
to gather the things and at an equivalent time they need to
calculate the cumulative price and compare it with their
budget. After this procedure, they need to attend in line for
billing. So, to avoid the above-mentioned inconveniences,
we present a new concept, the INTELLIGENT SHOPPING
CART. In this modern day and age, we introduce a
completely automated shopping system which works
toward the automation of malls. The cart follows the
customer while he/she is purchasing items, all the while
maintaining safe distance from the purchaser. The RFID
reader embedded in the cart scans the unique tag of each
set of items and corresponding data regarding the product
and the total amount payable are displayed. Automated
billing system provides the sum of bill amount.
D.
E-commerce coined to denote electronic transaction
in shopping malls.
[4]
The term e-commerce was coined to denote
electronic transaction that takes place over the online. Ecommerce still blossoms despite the actual fact that the
realm of the online has revolutionized tremendously over
since its early inauguration and launching as a novice
acquisition introduction within the first 1990’s, by
leveraging the emergence of technological sophistications
which can be considered as breakthrough to the digital era.
Over the few past decades approximately, consumer
confidence has continued to rise and more and more people
are purchases online.

Fig 1 circuit diagram of electronic shopping cart

The billing unit mainly consists of a microcontroller, LCD
display and a RFID reader. RFID tags are provided with
each product in the mall. The RFID reader emits
electromagnetic radiations and when the tag comes in the
vicinity of the reader (swiping or dropping), an emf will be
induced in the coil inside the tag. This activates the
microchip embedded inside the microchip sends a 12-digit
alphanumeric code to the reader. The RFID reader receives
the code and transmits it serially to the microcontroller via
the serial transmission pin.
compares it with the codes already stored in its database in
the form of arrays. When a match is found, the
corresponding product is identified and its the
microcontroller upon receiving the data details including
cost and specifications are displayed on the LCD display
along with the total cost of purchase. The total cost gets
incremented as we purchase the products and this helps to
keep an eye on the budget of purchase.
IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A. Item Reading
The intelligent shopping cart system should accurately
read all the products and put into it and removed from it. A
product put into smart cart should not be read by another
shopping cart nearby.
B. Item Tracking
The server should accurately monitor all the products of the
shop . RFID readers are installed on the shelves, in order
that the products within the shelves are often monitored
and therefore the stock of the products are often updated to
the server
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V. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Our proposed smart shopping system consists of the
subsequent components:
A. 8051Microcontroller(P89V51RD2)
8051 is used as the CPU It is 8-bit 80C51 64 kB flash
microcontroller with 1 kb RAM. It is a industrial IC which
withstands max power and gives accurate values. It has a
high concentration of on chip facilities such as RAM,
ROM, I/O ports, timers, serial port, clock circuit and
interrupts. 8051 consists of 4 ports P0, P1, P2, P3 and each
port has 8 bits (p0.1…...p0.7) In the transmission part to
transmit the signal port p3.0 is used. P3.0 and P3.1 are used
as the communication ports.

B. RFID Reader and RFID Tag
RFID reader (RC522) is employed to accurately read all
the products put into and brought out of the cart. All the
products should be equipped with an RFID tag which
stores all the knowledge about the products.

Fig -3: RFID Reader and Tag

C. Zigbee Transceiver
Zigbee may be a wireless technology developed as an open
global standard to deal with the unique needs of low-cost,
low-power wireless IOT networks. it's 5v operating
voltage. it's wont to send the commands to coach & to
receive the commands.

Fig 2:8051 microcontroller
An important basic feature of the P89V51RD2 is its X2
mode option. The design engineer can prefer to run the
appliance with the traditional 80C51 clock rate (12 clocks
per machine cycle) or select the X2 mode (6 clocks per
machine cycle) to realize twice the throughput at an
equivalent clock frequency. Another way to profit from this
feature is to stay an equivalent performance by reducing
the clock frequency by half, thus dramatically reducing the
EMI.
The Flash program memory supports both parallel
programming and in serially-System Programming (ISP).
Parallel programming mode offers programming at high
speed, reducing programming costs and time to plug. ISP
allows a tool to be reprogrammed within the outcome under
software control. The capability to field/update the
appliance firmware makes a good range of applications
possible.

Fig 4: Zigbee transceiver

Zigbee connect and communicate among thousands of
sensors. The maximum rate is 250k bit per second. Zigbee
is targeted for battery- powered applications.
The ZigBee specifications is as follows: It is intended to be
simpler protocol.
It is cheaper than other WPANs, like Bluetooth. it is a
radiofrequency (RF) application with a coffee rate which
require, secure networking and long battery life.

The P89V51RD2 is additionally In-Application
Programmable (IAP), allowing the Flash program memory
to be reconfigured even while the appliance is running.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

VI. RESULT

Fig5.Shopping cart

The billing unit mainly consist of a microcontroller, LCD
display and a RFID reader. RFID tags are provided with
each product in the mall [4]. The RFID reader emits
electromagnetic radiations and when the tag comes in the
vicinity of the reader (swiping or dropping), an emf will be
induced in the coil inside the tag. This will activate the
microchip embedded inside the RFID tag. The microchip
sends a 12-digit alphanumeric code to the reader. The RFID
reader receives the code and transmit it serially to the
microcontroller via the serial transmission pin. The
microcontroller upon receiving the data compare it with the
codes already stored in its database in the form of arrays.
When a match is found, the corresponding product is
identified and its details including cost and specifications
are displayed on the LCD display along with the total cost
of purchase. The total cost gets incremented as we purchase
the products and this helps to keep an eye on the budget of
purchase.

Intelligent Cart proves to be user friendly, time saving and
economic. because the proverb says 'Time and Tide waits
for no one' the intention of the project was to scale back the
trouble and time spent on shopping and to form it a
memorable experience. The automated trolley controlled
by a microcontroller was ready to follow the user and
equipped with on board billing system. The system
minimizes the long hard queues for billing after purchase.
during this era where humans are investing more on
technology for his or her comfort, intelligent handcart is
worth marketing. Additional features like on-line payment
are often incorporated with the cart by transferring the
acquisition details to the central computer through any
wireless transmission medium and automatic inventory
management are often accomplished with an equivalent.
the main constraint is going to be to create a cart that suits
different mall structures. In spite of this intelligent carts
have an excellent future during this technological era.
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1. It automatically generates all the billing information.
2. Customers don't get to wait in long queues at the

checkout of the shop.
3. The smart shopping cart system monitor all stocked

items and send item status to the server. When items are
sold out, the server can notify employees to restock the
products.
4. This system provides easiness for the system to try to to

inventory management as all the things are often
automatically read and simply logged.
5. Furthermore, the customer application increases the

arrogance of the purchasers
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